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In fiction, the corporal ecstasy of sexual tension often comes in
peaks and waves. That’s not always how it feels in reality, however.
In Brandon Taylor’s short story collection, sexual tension acts ...
Filthy Animals
In the 19th century, a brave, brilliant and completely healthy woman
named Elizabeth Packard was involuntarily committed to an Illinois
asylum by her husband.
The Woman They Could Not Silence
A cultish group is one that promises to improve your life if you
follow its regimen, buy its products or obey its leader. In Cultish,
Amanda Montell peels back the linguistic layers of these groups ...
Amanda Montell
A rural noir with attitude to spare, The Killing Hills moves as
briskly as a well-constructed miniseries.
The Killing Hills
This study of a family in crisis is empathetic and never gratuitous,
but still doesn’t shy away from the realities of sexual violence.
The Damage
This sweet and lighthearted rom-com will appeal to readers who prefer
stories that are more focused on character than conflict.
Very Sincerely Yours
Samantha Silva’s attention to period detail creates a worthy elegy to
one of the world’s most influential feminist thinkers, Mary
Wollstonecraft.
Love and Fury
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Fans of Alex Michaelides’ blockbuster debut The Silent Patient will
eagerly dive into his newest thriller, The Maidens, which will immerse
them in the world of Mariana Andros, a 36-year-old group ...
The Maidens
Three persistent teen heroines pursue the truth—no matter the cost—in
these exciting YA mysteries.
The case of the teenage gumshoe
The book about Little Cat has a happy ending, and perhaps Darcy’s
story will too. Fortenberry tenderly and accurately captures the
worrisome elements of a first sleepover: missing a favorite stuffed
...
Darcy's First Sleepover
Did you know that the mother of Johannes Kepler, the 17th-century
German scientist best known for his laws of planetary motion, was
accused of being a witch? Rivka Galchen’s Everyone Knows Your Mother
...
Everyone Knows Your Mother Is a Witch
We are all memory keepers. Recalling and memorializing the past is an
essential part of the human experience, whether through photographs,
videos or little mementos that line our shelves. Amy Ashton, ...
The Missing Treasures of Amy Ashton
In this effervescent retelling of Much Ado About Nothing set in 1930s
Italy, Bea embarks on a summer fling with an obnoxious but handsome
painter.
Under a Dancing Star
These five books transformed a well-loved genre into something totally
surprising, gasp-worthy and deeply refreshing.
The Hold List: Genre refreshers
Author A.C. Wise unveils the “inherent darkness” of Peter Pan.
Wendy, Darling
Criminals’ days of freedom are numbered when these two female sleuths
are on the case.
Ladies of the law
Legacies of fatherhood These six memoirs evoke the full spectrum of
love and strife between a father and his child.
Legacies of fatherhood
The Hades-Persephone myth gets a modern spin in Katee Robert’s
imaginative retelling, Neon Gods, the first book in the Dark Olympus
duology. In this clever and sexy tale, Persephone is a socialite ...
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Romance: June 2021
All aboard! Anchors aweigh! These inventive picture books are your
tickets for two fantastic voyages as they capture the fun of
transforming your world using nothing but your imagination. A girl ...
Journeys of imagination
Clearly, David Almond isn't resting on the laurels of being among the
first to receive a Michael L. Printz Honor award. While Skellig
continues receiving rave reviews, Almond perseveres and the ...
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